
Developmental Process 
 

A. Free Description 
1. At this point, we'd like to take a break from gathering specific information about (TC's) 
development to ask you a very general question.  Would you please describe TC's overall 
development--what s/he's like, how has his adolescent development been going so far, what are 
your favorite and not-so-favorite things about him/her? (Interviewer:  record descriptors, but 
keep most of attention on parent so ratings can be done; if necessary, add to notes later while 
parent does questionnaire.) 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
_____ 2. Interviewer rating: To what extent was the description specific? 
1=very hard to differentiate kid from others by this description; 2=minimal differentiation; 
3=moderately specific description; 4=fairly rich description; 5=very rich, specific 
characterization) 
 
_____ 3. Interviewer rating: To what extent was the description in psychological/social terms? 
 
(1=all surface attributes--e.g. "made basketball team"; 2=a few psy/soc characteristics--e.g. 
"passion for b-ball," "socially introverted", but mostly surface attributes; 3=some psy/soc 
characteristics, but also many surface; 4=more psy/soc description than surface; 5=very highly 
psy/soc). 
 
_____ 4. Interviewer rating: To what degree was the parent positive in the descriptors given? 
 
(Rating the overall weight of the content of the comments, not just counting the terms used:  
1=mostly negative; 2=more negative than positive; 3=some negative but more positive; 4=no or 
very minimally negative, but also only moderately positive; 5=highly positive). 
 
_____ 5. Interviewer rating:  To what extent were the parent's nonverbal cues positive? 
 
(Rating any relevant nonverbal channel, but especially tone of voice--e.g. hostility, sarcasm, 
sadness vs. warmth, joy--and facial expressions, especially very brief ones--e.g. fear, disgust vs. 
happiness:  1=mostly or all negative; 2=more negative than positive; 3=some negative but more 
positive; 4=no or very minimally negative, but also only moderately positive; 5= highly 



positive). 
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B. Problems and Discipline 
 
1. I'm now going to read a list of behaviors that some kids show.  Will you please tell me 
whether this is a behavior that TC has done in the past year and how much TC has done it: 

0=no  1=a little 2=a lot 
 
_____a. breaks house rules (bedtime, chores, noise, etc.) 
_____b. stubborn and defiant, talks back 
_____c. temper tantrums 
_____d. uses other people's belongings without permission, steals 
_____e. destroys other people's belongings, household items or own things 
_____f. uses bad language, cusses 
_____g. does something dangerous (like playing with matches) 
_____h. lies or keeps things from you 
_____i. hurts or bothers animals 
_____j. hits or bothers other kids  (including brother/sister) 
_____k. hits or bothers adults 
_____l. acts sad and depressed for long periods of time 
_____m. acts afraid or withdraws from social situations 
_____n. shoplifts 
_____o. burglarizes homes or businesses 
_____p. cheats in games 
_____q. cheats in tests 
_____r. uses alcohol or tobacco 
_____s. uses other drugs 
_____t. other _____________________________   
_____u. other (2)_____________________________ 
 
2. Parents have many different tactics for dealing with their kids' misbehavior, and they have 
different beliefs about their strategies.  Which tactics have you used over the past year to deal 
with TC's behavior, and in what percent of the discipline situations have you used them?  We 
realize that rearing kids is complicated; we want to know what parents actually do here, not what 
they believe are the "best" practices.   (Int.:  Free response first--mark order that parent 
mentions--1, 2, etc.--in first column, then ask about frequency of use and mark second 
column; then prompt with ones in list that the parent has not mentioned, recording frequency 
of use.) 
 
Scale:  When TC misbehaves... 

1=never use, 2=use rarely, 3=use sometimes, 4=use frequently 
Free mentn. Use 
order  freq. 
_____  _____ a. try to ignore 



_____  _____ b. question why he/she is doing the behavior 
_____  _____ c. scold 
_____  _____ d. wash mouth out 
_____  _____ e. let natural consequences happen 
_____  _____ f. discuss problem, explain reasons 
_____  _____ g. yell, raise voice 
_____  _____ h. get TC to correct or make up for problem She caused 
_____  _____ i. slap or hit with hand 
_____  _____ j. give one warning only 
_____  _____ k. repeat warnings 
_____  _____ l. ground 
_____  _____ m. restrict privileges      
_____  _____ n. spank 
_____  _____ o. distract TC,  redirect their behavior 
_____  _____ p. tell TC to stop 
_____  _____ q. use belt/paddle 
_____  _____ r. give a bad mark on a point chart 
_____  _____ s. give a fine (e.g. from allowance) 
_____  _____ t. time out, send to room 
_____  _____ u. give extra chores 
_____  _____ v. get TC to apologize, make amends 
_____  _____ w.. shame or embarrass TC 
_____  _____ x. promise treat/privilege for good behavior 
_____  _____ y. do nothing 
_____  _____ z. other (specify) ____________________________ 
_____  _____ aa. _______________________________ 

 
3. In the past year has anybody ever spanked or hit TC hard enough that She may have been 
hurt? ______  
 
(0=no, 1=maybe, 2=yes) If "no," skip to item 6. 
 
 
 
 
4. Who spanked or hit TC hard enough that She may have been hurt. 
   (1=mentioned, 0=not mentioned). 

a. no one  ____  f. other relative  ____ 
b. yourself  ____  g. babysitter   ____ 
c. your spouse  ____  h. school official  ____ 
d. grandparent ____  I. other_________________   ____ 
e. sibling  ____   _________________ 

 
_____ 5. If TC was spanked or hit hard, how badly was She hurt at the worst? 
(9=never spanked or hit hard; 0=no bruise/mark, 1=bruise or mark lasting less than 24 hr., 
2=bruise or mark lasting more than 24 hr.) 



 
_____ 6. Has anybody ever expressed concerns or accusations about TC being physically 
abused, since TC started kindergarten?  (Y=1    N=0) 
_____ If Yes, what grade was TC in when this happened? 

What agency, outcome___________________________________ 
 
_____ 7. Int.: Only ask this if parent answers yes or maybe to item 3 or 6. Knowing that if TC is 
currently in danger we are obligated to tell you of any concern we have, to offer you whatever 
assistance we can, and then to report that to child protective services, is TC currently getting 
spanked or hit so hard that She may be harmed, or is this likely to happen in the future?   
(Y=1     N=0) 
 
_____ 8. Interviewer rating: Based on what parent has told you, what is your appraisal of 
likelihood TC was severely harmed in the past year? 
 
(1=extremely unlikely; 2=probably not; 3=suspected, possible; 4=probably occurred; 
5=authorities involved) 
 
 
C. Positive Reinforcement 

I've asked you a lot of questions about what you do when TC misbehaves.  Now I'm 
going to ask you about what you do when She behaves well.  There are many different opinions 
about how much encouragement children need.  We're interested in knowing more about what 
parents do when they are pleased with their kid's behavior. 
 
_____ 1. On a day-to-day basis, how often do you praise or reward TC for doing a good job at 
home or school? 
 
(1=O never or almost never--less than once a week; 2=occasionally (a few times a week, but not 
daily; 3=frequently (about once a day); 4=often--more than once a day) 
 
 
 
2.  The following questions are about how you let TC know you are pleased with something She 
has done.  For each question tell me one or two things you would be most likely to do.  Here are 
some things that some parents have done: 

1 not react, do nothing 
2 verbal encouragement (praise, compliment, approval) 
3 physical affection (hug, kiss, pat, handshake) 
4 earns a point or star on chart 
5 material reward (food, money, toy, etc.) 
6 special privilege (stay out late, special TV program, friend visit) 
7 do something together (make cake, go to movie, ride bikes) 
8 other(what?)_______________________________________________________ 

What would you do if ... (Int.: Enter code; if "8" , specify above) 
_____ _____ a. you let TC know you were very busy with something and She didn't    



               bother or interrupt you until you were through? 
_____ _____ b. TC offered to help out around the house without being asked? 
_____ _____ c. TC received special recognition at school for working hard and doing well 
      with his/her schoolwork? 
_____ _____ d. TC did all his/her chores without any reminders? 
_____ _____ e. TC helped all weekend with some big household project (yard work,    
               cleaning garage, etc.) without complaining? 
_____ _____ f. you notice TC being especially considerate and friendly to another child? 
 
 
3.  How true are the following statements: 
 
(1=not at all; 2=barely; 3=somewhat; 4=mostly; 5=very true) 
 
_____ a. It is possible to give a child too much encouragement. 
 
_____ b. As kids get older, you don't need to praise them as much. 
 
 
 
D. Psychological Control and Autonomy Encouragement 

We are interested in some things that parents may do or say with their children.  Please 
listen as I read 10 sentences, and for each one, tell me how much this describes you as a parent in 
your dealings with TC, using the following scale: 
 
 

(1=not at all like me; 2=somewhat like me; 3=very much like me) 
I am a parent who ... 
_____ 1. changes the subject when TC has something to say. 
_____ 2. finishes TC's sentences  when She talks. 
_____ 3. tells TC how to think or feel about things. 
_____ 4. tries to change how TC feels or thinks about things. 
_____ 5. blames TC for other family members' problems. 
_____ 6. brings up TC's past mistakes when I criticize him/her. 
_____ 7. acts like I know what TC is thinking or feeling. 
_____ 8. tells TC that She is not a loyal or good member of the family. 
_____ 9. often change my mood when with TC. 
_____ 10. goes back and forth between being warm and being critical toward TC. 
 
E. Parent Experience of Discipline Events 

I'm going to ask you some questions about how discipline events are for you and TC.  
Again, we know that raising kids is very complicated; we don't want to know what parents think 
might be the best practices, but rather what they actually do.  We'll use here the following scale 
to indicate how often each of these things is true for you and TC. 

1 never or almost never 
2 occasionally 



3 about half the time 
4 often 
5 always 

 
_____ 1. If you ask TC to do something and She does not do it, how often do you give up 
   trying to get him/her to do it? 
_____ 2. If you warn TC that She will be punished if She does not stop doing something,  
         how often do you actually punish him/her if She does not stop? 
_____ 3. How often does TC get away with things that you feel She should be punished   
 for? 
_____ 4. If a punishment has been decided upon, how often can TC change it by 

explanations, arguments, or excuses? 
_____ 5. How often do you feel that it is more trouble than it is worth to punish TC? 
_____ 6. How often do you have to threaten TC with punishment just so She will do 
   something? 
_____ 7. How often do you change the rules you've set if TC disagrees with them? 
_____ 8. How often is TC successful in getting around the rules you've set for him/her? 
 
 
Now I'm going to read you a list of reasons why parents don't discipline their children more 
often.  Using the same scale, 1= never to 5= always, I'd like you to tell me how often each 
statement is true for you. 
_____ 9. Discipline doesn't seem to work with TC. 
_____ 10. I get discouraged when TC doesn't improve. 
_____ 11. Discipline confrontations are too stressful and upsetting and cause more trouble 

than leaving TC alone. 
_____ 12. I have so many other demands on my time that I can't give discipline all the 
   attention I'd like. 
 
Int.:  Do not ask the following questions if parent does not have partner or other adult (18 yrs. 
or older) discipline agent in the home, and code as 9=not applicable. 
_____ 13. A problem in my disciplining of TC is that others in the home who discipline   
 TC are more lenient than I am. 
_____ 14. A problem in my disciplining of TC is that others in the home who discipline   
 TC are more strict than I am. 
_____ 15. My discipline partner in the home (spouse, TC grandparent, etc.) and I agree on 

how TC's discipline should be handled. 
 
F. Obstacles  
1. Now, having thought about TC's development overall, we would like to know what you think 
are the biggest obstacles She faces now and in the future and how you think these might be a 
hindrance or handicap for him/her.  Here are a few examples.  For example, Some families move 
a lot, which can make it tough for some kids to make friends and get connected at school.  The 
obstacle here might be the lack of close friends, and the hindrance is that it makes it hard to feel 
like part of a group and have an interest in school.  Or other examples might be if a kid is overly 
fearful and has a hard time doing new things, or if a kid is overly defiant of authority and gets 



into trouble in school.  These examples may have nothing to do with TC.  What are TC's biggest 
obstacles? (Interviewer, list in table below) 

Obstacle     How it might hinder/handicap 
 
a. _______________________________ _______________________________ 
b. _______________________________ ________________________________ 
c. _______________________________ ________________________________ 
 
 
 
_____ 2. Have you given any thought or effort to changing any of these obstacles? 

(Y=1 N=0) If yes, which and how? (Int.: Circle item letter that is target, describe 
thought about how to change, and indicate when, if at all, the effort is/was/will be made.) 

0=no effort 1=future effort 2=past effort 3=current effort 
Obstacle to change   How to change    Effort When 
(circle)                (describe)   
 

a. __________________________________    _____ 
 

b. __________________________________    _____ 
 

c. __________________________________    _____ 
 
_____ 3. Interviewer rating: To what extent is parent's thinking about child's future development 
proactive, caring, and preventive? 
(1=very little or not at all; 2=somewhat; 3=to a moderate extent; 4=fairly highly; 5=very 
proactive and caring). 
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_____ 4. Interviewer rating: To what extent are parent's plans or efforts to guide child away 
from obstacles reasonable and appropriate? 
(1=very little or not at all; 2=somewhat; 3=to a moderate degree; 4=fairly highly; 5=very  
reasonable and appropriate?) 
 
[Int.: If obstacle(s) concern behavioral adjustment problems, also code below in "campaign" 
section.] 
 
 
G. Campaign: 

Parents usually deal with children's misbehaviors, such as stubbornness and defiance, and 
other problems, such as being too inactive, through everyday discipline and motivational 
practices.  However, it's also fairly common (as we have learned from the parents in this project 
in past years) that a parent decides that they will start a campaign--an extended effort--to change 
the child.  Have you made such a decision in the past year? 
_____ 1. 1=Yes  0=No  (If "No," go to item 7) 
 
2. If yes, what behaviors or attitudes did you try to change in your child? 
(1=free mention, 0=no mention)  No prompts. 

a.  ____ aggressiveness 



b.  ____ rule following, lack of respect 
c.  ____ lack of friends, overly shy 
d.  ____ fearfulness, worrying 
e.  ____ school work 
f.  ____ other (list)  ______________________________________________________ 

       ______________________________________________________ 
       ______________________________________________________ 

 
3.  What led you to want to make this kind of extended effort? (Int.: List reasons below, then 
code these reasons into the list of categories below.  Do not prompt from list) 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1=free-mentioned  0=not mentioned 
_____a. own concern for kid 
_____b. teacher concern/demand 
_____c. other parent (incl. stepparent) concern for kid 
_____d. concern for TC's siblings 
_____e. own concerns for self 
_____f. other parent's concern for self 
_____g. other ________________________________________________________________ 
 
4.  What specific things did you do?  (Int.:  For each item mentioned, ask and record which of 
the relevant problems the parent targeted--write the letter(s) from the list in G.2.  Also ask for 
intensity/duration of the effort and the resulting helpfulness/improvement. 
 
 
Target: Letters from list G.2.  Intensity/duration: 1= low/short 2=high/long 
Helpfulness: 1=negative  2=minimal  3=moderate  4=great 
 
Target  Intensity Helpfulness Tactic 
_____  _____  _____  a. discussed w/ TC 
_____  _____  _____  b. discussed w/ TC's other parent 
_____  _____  _____  c. discussed w/ H/W/home partner 
_____  _____  _____  d. discussed w/ friends/relatives 
_____  _____  _____  e. discussed w/ professional (what kind 

   ____________________________________ 
_____  _____  _____  f. discussed w/ pastor 
_____  _____  _____  g. prayed 
_____  _____  _____  h. became more strict/directive 
_____  _____  _____  i. became less strict/ relaxed  
_____  _____  _____  j. got TC interested in new activity or taught new 

skills 
_____  _____  _____  k. spent more time myself w/ TC 
_____  _____  _____  l.  got TC to be more w/ peers 
_____  _____  _____  m. got H/W or TC's other parent  to help get TC  
      to change 
_____  _____  _____  n. got others (e.g. sib, relative) to help change 
______ _____  _____  o. changed home arrangement (e.g. new bedroom 

 for TC, new home) 



_____  _____  _____  p. changed household routines (e.g. new bedtime, 
new chores assigned) 

_____  _____  _____  q. changed who lived in home (e.g. ask grandma 
to move in to help, ask lazy guest leave) 

_____  _____  _____  r. other (describe)___________________________ 
 
_____ 5.  Do you feel that TC's behavior/attitude (as marked in item G2) has improved? 

0  1  2  3  8 
   not at all       a little pretty well very much no campaign 

 
 
_____ 6.  Do you feel that your efforts helped the change in some way? 

0  1  2  8 
not at all       some  quite a bit   no campaign 

 
7. Int.: Ask only if there were campaign relevant problems (in F1, see p.15 of parent interview 
instrument)--ones that were not trivial or brief, but was no campaign: You mentioned that you 
were concerned about some behavioral/ attitude problems (in F1), but you say you decided not to 
mount a campaign to change TC.  We would like to know more about this kind of decision, too.  
Can you say what factors led you to decide not to do anything special in this area? (mark ones 
mentioned, and indicate how important this one seemed to be; after free response prompt from 
list) 
 
1=mentioned only 2=emphasized 0=not mentioned 

a. _____ lack of energy 
b. _____ lack of cooperation and support from spouse/TC's other parent 
c. _____ lack of financial resources to pay counselor 
d. _____ lack of hope that TC would actually change 
e. _____ lack of cooperation from TC 
f. _____ lack of cooperation from school 
g. _____ lack of cooperation and support from other relatives 
h. _____ lack of cooperation and support from friends or others 
i. _____ expectation that problem would be self-limiting (self-curing) 
j.  _____ even if some cooperation, it wouldn't have worked 
k. _____ lack of trust in evaluation of someone identifying problem (e.g. teacher) 
l.  _____ not a serious enough problem  
m. _____ other (specify)_____________________________________________ 

 
8. Int.: Ask only if there were campaign relevant problems (in F1)--ones that were not trivial 
or brief, but was no campaign:  Is there any likelihood that you will start a campaign, an 
extended effort to change TC's behavior in the next year?   
______ (1=yes; 0=no) 

A. If yes, What would you aim to change in TC? (Int.: use item letters from 2, and 
verbal description if possible). 

a.  ____ aggressiveness ________________________________________________ 
b.  ____ rule following, lack of respect _______________________________ 



c.  ____ lack of friends, overly shy ___________________________________ 
d.  ____ fearfulness, worrying _________________________________________ 
e.  ____ school work ___________________________________________________ 
f.  ____ other (list)  __________________________________________________ 

        __________________________________________________ 
 
_____ b.  How likely do you think it is that you will go on such a campaign? 
 
(0=not at all likely; 1=a little bit likely, 10-30% chance; 2=somewhat likely (more than 30%, 
less than 50%; 3=fairly likely, 50-70%; 4=very likely (71-100% likely). 
 


